VOYAGE
wide width wallpaper
Taking inspiration from the elegant organic forms found in oriental landscapes, this harmonious and opulent collection exudes modern luxury.

A contemporary colour palette of rich jewel tones in hues of Amber, Emerald, Cobalt and Tourmaline sits in striking harmony with moody smoky shades.
A playful arrangement of organic forms and flowing lines captured in vibrant hues of emerald, cobalt, amber, tourmaline and bamboo.
Delicate organic forms float effortlessly in this enchanting trailing composition.
KYOTO

An idyllic oriental garden scene, painted with an expressive contemporary Tôle de Jouy aesthetic.
Inspired by our natural heritage, the Wilderness collection perfectly captures the spirit of the great outdoors.

Bold linear compositions reflect the dramatic landscape which surrounds us, including the hidden secrets this breathtaking scenery has to offer.
Playful spring rabbits hide among the grasses and thistles in this whimsical design.
A celebration of blooming botanicals and verdant foliage, the Edenmuir collection is abundant with timeless floral beauty.

Bursting with lush watercolour hues and joyous linear detailing, this vibrant collection is guaranteed to interject life and energy into any interior.
Bursting with lush colour and joyous linear detailing, this vibrant floral design is a carnival of pattern.
Tiverton

Tiverton Arts & Crafts is a tribute to the Arts & Crafts movement from the turn of the 19th century.

Inspired by nature as the source of pattern, depicting flora, fauna & wildlife from the domestic British countryside, the Tiverton collection has a unique artistic look that respects the original period.
**HOLCOMBE**

A delicate small-scale leaf design, jewel-like in colour with a playful character and a classic trailing composition.
Colyford Damask

Drawing inspiration from stained glass this lively damask design has a fabulous flowing composition, featuring birds and seed heads.
Voyage Natural History Collection has a rich narrative inspired by eclectic studies & illustrations of the world around us.

Inspired by an expedition journal from a voyage of discovery exploring biology & geology with sketchbook drawings capturing the precise detail of the world around.
PERICULO

A handsome display of African wildlife, beautifully illustrated and sympathetically coloured.
Venatu Corn  
Venatu Charcoal  
Venatu Sepia  
Venatu Taupe  
Venatu Duck Egg  

Aquarius Charcoal  
Aquarius Meadow  
Aquarius Corn  
Aquarius Duck Egg  
Aquarius Sepia
**Penny Farthing**

A beautifully illustrated design with a classic feel and airy composition. This is a quirky design, neatly hand drawn in pen and ink.